
 

 

Task – 3 

Topic Based 

Questions 

 
 



 

Internet 

Ques1:- What is W.W.W and its advantages? 

Ans:- It is called World Wide Web. It connects the, people to the world.  

 

Ques2:- Should children be encouraged to use internet? 

Ans:- Of course, internet is the hub of information. Children can get lot of worldwide 

information and can become independent? 

 

Ques3:- How internet is use useful to all? 

Ans:- Internet is the best way of communication, through it, one can make worldwide 

links in business and with neared and dears. 

 

Ques4:- What are demerits of using internet? 

Ans:- Sometimes, internet is used by the terrorist to do crime. Children can go away 

from their studies if they use it more. 

 

Technology 

Ques5:- Do you think technology has made our life independent or 

dependent? 

Ans:- I would say, technology has made our life fast. It saves our time also. Some 

extent, we are dependent on it. 

 

Ques6:- How was the life when machines were not there? 

Ans:- In the past, life was standstill. There were no developments in the country. 

 

Ques7:- Difference between old machine and new machine? 

Ans:- In the past, machines were bulky and those machines were no digital days. 

These days‟ machines have small style and better results. 

 

Ques8:- How do the old aged people think about the modern technology? 

Ans:- They think, technology has made us dependent and lazy though it saves times 

and give better results. 

 

Ques9:- Should the students encouraged to know about new technology? 

Ans:- Of course, it is the time of competition if they learn about new technology, they 

can succeed in competitions. 

 

Ques10:- Do you think, old aged people can learn something from young 

ones? 

Ans:- Yes, old age people can upgrade themselves by learning new technology they 

can get idea from young one because they have latest knowledge. 



 

Entertainment 
Ques11:-How do the people entertain themselves on any occasions? 

Ans:- Mostly, people share gift with each other. They enjoy by dancing, shopping 

and by get together at some restaurant or at home. 

 

Ques12:- How do the old aged people relax themselves. 

Ans:- People at the old age relax by watching T.V. Also, they like to play cards. Old 

ladies what are the different relax by playing with children by knitting sweaters. 

 

Ques13:- What are the different entertain ways in your area? 

Ans:-In my city, there is a beautiful garden located in the heart of the city clubs are 

these for the families. 

 

Ques14:- How do the school children enjoy? 

Ans:- Children spend most of the time in schools. They play games, share food with 

each other and by painting. 

 

Ques15:-What are the new ways of enjoyment for the people these days? 

Ans:- Mostly families enjoy by shopping at mall children like to spend time in internet 

café. 

 

Ques16:- Kitty parties are common in your city or not? 

Ans:- No, I don‟t think so, mostly families enjoy birthday or anniversary ceremonies. 

Some ladies from the royal families arrange Kitty parties off and on. 

 

Marriage 
Ques17:- What is the importance of marriages? 

Ans:- Marriage is pious relationships which bind two families with each other. 

 

Ques18:- Trend of celebration marriages has been changed. What are the 

reason for it. 

Ans:- Yes, I believe, these days‟ people don‟t have much time, so, they arrange 

readymade catering and banquet hall. They just enjoy for 2-3 hours on the day of 

marriage. 

 

Ques19:- Can you speak about any unusual marriage you attended last? 

Ans:- Yes, one day I went with my cousin on his friend‟s marriage. All were unknown 

to me but I saw rituals were different there than other occasions. 

 

Ques20:-How family member prepare themselves before the marriage? 

Ans:- Before the marriage, they buy clothes for the bride or bridegroom. Also invite 

their guest and do some rituals. 



 

Dress 

Ques21:- Which is your favorite dress and why? 
Ans:- I love to wear Saree. Which was presented to me by my sister on my last 
birthday? It is exclusive dress among all dresses. 
  
Ques22:- Which type of dresses are mostly wears by the people on occasions? 
Ans:- On any celebration, children like to wear the trendy casuals and others wear 
mostly formal dresses. 
 
Ques23:- Difference between branded clothes and unbranded clothes? 
Ans:- I would say branded clothes are exclusive and long lasting. On the other hand 
unbranded have inferior quality and stitched at the local level. 
 
 Ques24:- Which types of dresses are chosen for the children these days? 
Ans:- Mostly parents chosen colorful dresses which appear bright on the children. 
They do not think about price while purchasing dress for their children. 
 
Ques25:- Do you think by the next 5 years, children would be more 
fashionable? 

Ans:- Of course, today is the time of fashion, after 5 years it would increase 
definitely. Their choice will be more concerned to the current fashion. 
 

Work 

Ques26:- Which type of work do you want in future? 

Ans:- Well, in future I would prefer the work according to my skill in which I get 
satisfaction. 
 
Ques27:- Do you think seniors should help the juniors in their work? 

Ans:- I believe seniors are more experienced and have more knowledge. It helps the 
juniors to learn better. It also increases the output of the work.  
 
Ques28:- What are the different problems that youngsters are getting at their 
work place? 
Ans:- Youngsters are given more work by seniors and they get over stressed. Also, 
they are not trained by the seniors who create problem in their day to day routine. 
 
Ques29:- What will be your responsibilities toward your work? 

Ans:- I believe, I should be more dedicated towards my job. Also, honest and sincere 
towards my company. 
 
Ques30:- In yours country, mostly youngsters like to work in public sector or 
private, why? 
Ans:- Well! As far my knowledge I would say, they some to get job in private sector 
because they provide good working environment more over they after better salary 
packages. 
 
 



 

House 

Ques31:-Difference between living in apartments or in bungalows? 

Ands:- I would say, in apartments, there is more security and one can be more social 
on the other hand, in  bungalows, there is more privacy and more spacious. There is 
no interference of the neighbors. 
 
Ques32:-How is it different to live in modern houses than old traditional 
houses? 
Ans:- Modern houses are well-furnished property designed in a less space. These 
houses are build by concrete material and stronger. 
 
Ques33:-How can you make your house a better place to live? 
Ans:-I believe, if all the family members are independent and unite on decisions, 
there is love among all than a better house can be called. 
 

Technology 
 
Ques34:-How technology helps the children? 

Ans:- Technology  makes them more innovative and  makes them to work sharp. it 

helps more to lead a competitive life. 

 

Ques35:- How technology helps the old aged people? 

Ans:- In the old age, people who are educated they get new ideas and who are 

uneducated they use in different ways, like T.V helps them to pass their leisure time. 

 

Ques36:-Importance of Audio- Video aids? 

Ans:-these aids help the children to learn efficiently and make them more practical, 

though it, they become more sharp and innovative. 

 

Education 
 
Ques37:-How international studies are important to the students? 

Ans:- well! International studies teach about world wide culture and open new 

avenues for the overseas students. Also, it teaches how to make uniform culture in 

the whole world. 

 

Ques38:- Difference between National education system and International 

education system? 

Ans:-In our country, more stress is given on theoretical subjects and there is annual 

examination. Many subjects are selected to the culture of state or country. on the 

other side, International level, the language of learning is same and system is more 

practical. 

 
 



 
Ques39:- Should international language be taught at the primary level 
secondary level? 

Ans:- I believe, international language is the need of an hour so it is taught at primary 
level because it makes the strong foundation of the child at the later stage. 
Moreover, they can understand well at the small age. 
 
Ques40:-Should the girl in your area be sent for studies or not? 
 Ans:-Yes, now the time has changed, parents are now more award about the 
education so they send their daughter in the school/collages for their betterment. 
 
Ques41:-Should the old aged people like to study in your country?  
Ans:-of course, they believe there is no age for education. At every step of life they 
can learn new things. 
 
Ques42:-Which subject would you like to studies in future that you have not 
studied so far? 

Ans:-well! As I know, in future there will be more value of French language. So, I 
would like to learn it. 
 
Ques43:- Which subject do you dislike the most? 

Ans:-well! I do not have more interest in reading history books. since my childhood 
so, I give less time to this subject. 
 
Ques44:- what skills are required to reach at your stage?  

Ans:-I think, person must be honest and sincere in his/her work. He/She should be 
regular and dedicated towards his/her duty. 
 
Ques45: What courses are you interested to choose? 

Ans:- well! In international studies, I would prefer to choose any technical course like, 
automobile and accounts. Because, it will open many opportunities for me. 
 
Ques46:- What other methods are adopted by the children to get more 
education? 
Ans:- As, I know, they learn through various methods like they get additional 
diplomas or degrees through online or distance education. 
 

Personality 
 
Ques47:-Who is your role model? 

Ans:-Well! My father, because he always inspires me to be successful person. He, 

himself is a hard worker and sincere in his job. So he always motivates to remain 

sincere. 

 

Ques48:- Do you believe in making few friends or more? 

Ans:- Of course, few friends because they always stand through thick and thin 

whenever there are a need. 

 
 



 
Ques49:- What are the reasons of breaking friendship? 
Ans:- Well! I think in friendship mostly conflictions arises due to misunderstanding or 
sometimes inferiority complex comes between the two friends. 
 
Ques50:- How are the famous personalities treated in your country? 
Ans:- Famous personalities are given special place in the heart of the people. They 
are awarded by the govt. or always warm welcomed by the public. 
 
Ques51:- Is there any disadvantage to be a famous person. 
Ans:- Yes, I feel, they have no private life and always have a fear because they 
cannot live freely.  
 

Fashion 
 
Ques52:- What do you mean by fashion? 
Ans. Whey any new thing is introduced in the market, it is in fashion then. 
 
Ques53:- What is the effect of increasing fashion among the youth? 

 Ans. Youngsters get attracted towards it and divert from their way because they like 
to follow the same. 
 
Ques54:- What is the opinion of old aged people towards fashionable youth? 

Ans. They believe, they are more broad and moving towards the western culture. 
 
Ques55:- Are the youngsters in your city more fashionable? 
Ans. No, as it is small place, so they likely to do fashion. 
 

Friend 
 
Ques 56:- Would you like to make few or more friends? 
Ans. Of course, more friends, I believe if I have circle of friend, I can share more with 
them. Also, they can help me any where when I need. 
 
Ques 57:- How do the children make friend in the school? 
Ans. Well! In the school, two or more children talk with each other, share their likes 
and dislikes by, this way slowly they become good friends. 
 
Ques 58:- What are the reasons of breaking friendship? 
Ans. There may be superiority complex misunderstanding or sometimes money may 
be the reasons to break the friendship. 
 
Ques 59:- How do you like to compare your self with your friend? 
Ans. Well! My friend takes decision quickly he is active in shorts and always helpful. 
But, I take decision with properly planning in dependent and always share my views. 
 

 
 
 



 

Instrument 
 
Ques 60:- Which is your favorite instrument and why? 
Ans. Well! There is no such special instrument. But sometime, I like to play mouth-
organ because its beats are melodious and I feel relax to listen it. 
 
 
Ques 61:- How instrument have changed these days? 

Ans. These days, there are electronic instrument which are more accurate. Also, 
these instrument have better function than old types. 
 
Ques 62:- Do you have any instrument at you home and special to you? 

Ans. Yes, one important instrument is thermometer which is used in need. It is used 
to note down the fever. 
 

Food 
 
Ques 63:- Food habit of the people has been changed, How? 
Ans. These days, people prefer readymade food die to less time. Also, they like to 
eat junk food. 
 
Ques 64:- Principal meal of Punjab? 
Ans. Most of the people in Punjab live in rural areas and they mostly enjoy mustard 
leaf and corn chapatti. In vernacular language it is “Makki Di Rote and Sarson Da 
Saag” 
 
Ques 65:- What is balanced diet? 

Ans. A diet which contains necessary nutrients, Protein, iron or Carbohydrates. 
 
 

Place 
 
Ques66:- Which city do you belong to? 

Ans. I belong to Sangrur. 
 
Ques67:- What more changes would you like to see in your city? 

Ans. Well, Sangrur is not industrialized, so there should be industries to provide jobs 
to the youth. 
 
Ques68:- What development has taken place in your city so far? 

Ans. In the last 25 years, number of private school has been opened. Govt. has 
provided good health services to the people. New flyover has been constructed. 
 
Ques69:- If you change one thing in your town, what it would be? 

Ans. Well, there is needed to make the area green. So, I would like to be making the 
vicinity green to provide healthy environment. 
 
 



 

Hobbies/ Career 
 
Ques70:- What do you think interest and hobbies change by the age? 
Ans. Yes, by the age, people choose different hobbies. In childhood, hobbies are 
different and at the adult age, people like to read books or collecting coins etc. 
 
 
Ques71:- Do you want to make hobby as a career? 

Ans. No, it is that I like in free time. My interest is more in education/ sports so I 
would like to make career in it. 
 
Ques72:- What is the need of career counseling? 

Ans. These days‟ students are confused to choose the right path in their life. So 
counseling helps them to choose the right track. It provides wide knowledge about 
different fields. 
 

Home 
Ques73:- Describe your living room? 
Ans. Living room is one of the special rooms for the guest. It is 12x14 (twelve into 
fourteen) square feet. It is well carpeted and glass table in the centre. Walls are 
properly decorated. 
 
Ques74:- Where would you like to build your dream home? 

Ans. I would build in the hilly area where I get relief for some days. 
 
Ques75:- Would you like to maintain Garden in you house? 
Ans. definitely, it will add beauty to my house. Also it gives pleasure to me when I 
spend my time there. 
 
Ques76:- Do the people like to maintain kitchen garden at home/ 
Ans. Yes, mostly people grow vegetable & fruits at their home to avoid pesticide 
crops. 

Holidays 
 
Ques77:- How do the people enjoy holidays in your town/ area? 
Ans. Mostly, people relax at home and spend time with family. Sometimes, they go 
for outing in any hill station. 
 
Ques78:- Do you think employees should give holidays or not? 
Ans. Of course, they also get tired from their hectic schedule and want change. I 
believe after holiday they can do better work. 
 
Ques79. How do you spend your last vacations? 
Ans. In last summer vacation, I went to Shimla and spend one week over there. It 
was really enjoyable time for me. 
 

 
 



 

Books 
 
Ques80. Do you have habit of reading book/newspaper? 
Ans. Yes, I love to read different type of books like based on my subject or related to 
stories. I only read to increase my knowledge. 
 
Ques81. Reading habit of people has been changed now? 
Ans. Yes, I do believe, because these days have less time to read as they mostly 
busy in their work. They like to listen more because it consume less time. 
 
Ques82. Do the youngster/old aged people like to spend time in libraries or 
not? 

Ans. Mostly old aged people love to read books in libraries because it is a peaceful 
area for them. 
 
Ques83. What should be done to encourage the modern students to read 
books? 
Ans. I believe it is the duty of teachers to develop interest among them. They should 
boost them by advising its advantages. Parents can also advice to read books so 
they can increase their knowledge. 
 
Ques84. What is the importance of picture in books/newspapers? 

Ans. Pictures sometimes develop interest of the reader. It also makes the reader 
easy to understand the story. Also with the help of pictures reader imagines the story 
by himself. 
 

Movie 
 
Ques85. Which types of movies are common in your area? 

Ans. Well, mostly people in my area like movies based on romantic stories and 
comedy movie. They avoid mostly violent movies. 
 
Ques86. Should parents and teachers encourage children to watch movie? 

Ans. Of course, movies are the best way of entertainment. It gives them relaxation 
from their studies also develops their ideas if movies are educational based. 
 
Ques87. Do you think movies have changed by the time? 

Ans. Of course, earlier movies were slow and based on culture. These days, there 
are more violent and western beats are added. 
 
Ques88. Do the old age people take interest in going to theater or not? 

Ans. Mostly older people like to watch movie at home because they want to remain 
away from crowd. 
 
Ques89. Is there any bad influence of movies over the children? 

Ans. Yes, if it is watched more, then sometimes children become violent. They try to 
ape scenes what they watch. 
 



 

WORK 
Ques90. Which is better in your opinion, Part time or full time job?  

Ans. As I am a student, I would prefer part time job, because my study's expenditure 
is very high.  By doing part time job I would decrease some burden of my parents. 
Moreover, I can gain more experience during study. Furthermore it is beneficial for 
my future.  
 
Ques91. Do you think certain jobs would be reserved for men and certain 
others for women?  
Ans. Jobs are not only meant for men. Moreover, there are also more opportunities 
for women also. There is proper reservation for men and women do jobs and earn 
money.  
 
Ques92. Do you find a difference in the working style of men and women?  

Ans. There is lot of difference. There are some works, which depend upon the 
physical strength, so men do labour work, which require more energy and physical 
strength. Moreover, women do mostly domestic work or those work which need less 
physical strength. 
 
Ques93. Which do you think is better – changing jobs often or sticking to one?  

Ans. We have to stick to one job for progress in life. Moreover, we can gain a lot of 
experience from it. Therefore, it is beneficial for promotion.  
 
Ques94. What are the problems youngsters faced at work these days?  

Ans. Youngsters face many problems likewise lack of experience, not getting proper 
educational facilities. Moreover, they are put under lot of work. Furthermore their 
salary is also low.  
 
Ques95. How senior colleagues and parents help in their problems  
Ans. Senior colleagues help youngsters by giving proper guidance in their work. 
Moreover, parents help them by giving inspiration to their work and encourage them 
not to worry in any situation.  
 
Ques96. What are the qualities required for success in a job these days?  

Ans. Good communication skills and presence of mind are required for success in a 
job. Moreover, hard works, more efficiency to do work are required. Furthermore 
proper education and knowledge about the job also necessary these days.  
 

FAMILY 
 

Ques97. Describe your family members.  

Ans. We are five members including me in my family. My father is retired Govt. 

employee and my mother is housewife. We are three siblings. My elder sister is 

married and my brother is studying.  

 

 
 
 



 
Ques98. What are the activities you enjoy doing with your family?  

Ans. When I got leisure time, I spend time with my family. I usually help my mother 

and father in their work and also help my brother in his work. Sometimes we go for 

picnic with my family.  

 

Ques99. How has the family and relationship in the family changed in the 

recent years?  

Ans. In primitive time people lived in joint families and share their joys and sorrows 

together. Today's life is fast. Now everyone believes in nuclear families. Moreover 

they have less time for their families. Therefore, more parents are also becoming 

independent.   

Ques100. What are the qualities parents should have?  

Ans. Parents should be kind towards their children. They should given proper advice 

for their future. Moreover, they should not impose their decision on the children. 

Parents should provide healthy atmosphere for their children for their proper 

development.  

 

Ques101. How are parents of today different from parents of earlier parents?  

Ans. In primitive time parents had a lot of time with their children. They enjoyed joys 

and sorrows together. But now a days parents should not have so much time for 

their children. Today's parents are more educated, they can give proper advice to 

their children for their better future.  
 

Ques102. How much control should parents have on teenagers?  

Ans. Teenager the most sensitive stage of the life. They should give right advice to 

teenagers. They always behave like friends to them and to solve their problem like a 

friend?  
 

Ques103. Is career counseling important for the youngster?  

Ans. Off course, yes, by career counseling they can go to different courses and 

different universities. Moreover, they can choose suitable career for their bright 

future.  
 

Ques104. Describe your childhood. 

Ans. Childhood is the golden period. Moreover, it is the most memorable period of 

one's life. At this stage one is free from worries and tensions. As far as my childhood 

is concerned, I am also very naughty like other children. I used to make troubles for 

my teachers and other elders. Sometimes I got punishment but even then everyone 

loved me. 

 

Ques105. Describe a most memorable day of your childhood. 

Ans.  Childhood is the glorious period of everyone. All the days are wonderful. I still 

remember the day of 10th birthday. I received lot of gifts from my relatives and 

friends. My grandfather presented me a watch. That delighted me. This watch has 

made me punctual. 



 
Ques106. Describe a childhood friend.  
Ans. As friends are very essential parts of one's life. I had a childhood friend. He was 
very similar to me. Moreover he lived nearby my house. We played together. He was 
very good in study.  
 
Ques107. What kind of play do little children enjoy?  

Ans. Mostly children play indoor games. They usually played hide and seek. 
Moreover they love to play with toys. Furthermore they love to play with swings and 
by rides.  
  
Ques108. What is the importance of toys in a child's life?  
Ans. Toys are the first friends of every child. They spend their whole time with their 
toys. Moreover, toys make them more creative and also enhance their imagination 
power.  
 
Ques109. How do educational toys help?  

Ans. Educational toys enhance the creative power of child's mind. Moreover, children 
get education while playing with toys.  
 
Ques110. Which do you think is better – Factory made or handmade toys.  

Ans. Machine made toys are made by modern ways and new techniques, so they 
are more better. Moreover they are also new and new toys available these days in 
the market, so the children can spent their leisure time by playing with the toys.  
 
Ques111. Why do we tell children fairy tales? 
Ans. As fairy tales have positive ends, so by fairy tales we tell the children to be 
positive in their life. Moreover, it is the best way of entertainment. With these stories 
children can know about the past time.  
 
Ques112. Which is better for children – Comics or story books?  

Ans. Story books are more important for the children, as by reading stories we can 
tell the children realistic thing of the life. Moreover, it also enhances the reading 
power of the children. The comics are the way of entertainment for the children.  
 
 

MARRIAGE 
 
Ques113. Do you think concept of marriage has changed these days?  

Ans. In primitive time people spent lot of time on marriages. Moreover, marriages 
continue for many days.  There was a dowry system. The boy and girl were not 
allowed to meet before marriage. But now it is totally changed.  
 
Ques114. Which do you think is better – Love marriage or Arrange marriage? 
Ans. Arrange marriages are better than love marriages. Parents have lot of 
experience of life. Therefore, they always choose the right partner for us, with whom 
we can spend our life peacefully.  
 
 
 
 



 
Ques115. Are inter community marriages popular in your locality?  

Ans. There are these marriages, which are performed by the person of one 

community in other community. It is not popular in our locality because people still 

believe in tradition and culture. Moreover, they still follow the path of their ancestors.  

Ques116. What is difference between love and romance?  

Ans. Love is a kind of feeling, which can be towards any person or your family 

members, but romance is those feelings which are only for the opposite sex.  

Ques117. Do you think romance is essential in a marriage? 

Ans. It depends upon person to person how much a person loves his/her spouse.  

 Ques118. Many prefer to remain single these days? What do you think of it?  

Ans. Man is social animal and he cannot live alone. He needs a life partner to spend 

his life. But some person remains single because they do not want any interruption in 

their life. 

 Ques119.Describe some customs associated with marriages in your 

state/locality?  

Ans. Parents choose partners for their child? Boys and girls do not need to meet 

before marriage and the marriages are performed according to proper customs and 

traditions.   

Ques120. Describe a wedding you attended recently?  

Ans. Last month my friend's marriage took place. The marriage party went to Barnala 

by cars. We reached to bride's house at 9 in the morning. After that there was a 

marriage ceremony. The Anand Karaj ceremony was performed. After that elders 

blessed the new couple. We come back alongwith bride in the evening.  

Ques121. How marriages today different from earlier days?  

Ans. In primitive time people spent lot of time on marriages. Moreover, marriages 

continue for many days. There was a dowry system. The boy and girl were not 

allowed to meet before marriage. But now it is totally changed.  

Ques122. Describe an unusual wedding you have attended?  

Ans. Last Sunday I went with my friend to attend the marriage that was arranged in 

hilly area. Moreover they have different custom and tradition. Furthermore we have 

never seen this kind of marriage, but we enjoyed the marriage at lot.  



 

SCHOOL LEARNING 

Ques123. Describe the ideal school to make their future bright?  

Ans. An ideal school is that which not only give education to children but also 

teaches value of humanity. Moreover, there is proper staff in ideal school for 

teaching. Furthermore no discrimination can be made among students.  

 

Ques124. What methods other than classroom teaching are used in schools 

these  

days?  

Ans. These days computers are used for giving education to children. Moreover, 

some educational trips are also arranged. Additionally video cameras are also used 

to maintain discipline among students.  

 

Ques125. How can TV be used effectively in schools?  

Ans. Educationally films can be seen through TV moreover brings awareness among 

students also video cameras are connected to TV, which create a fear among 

students to remain in discipline.  

 

Ques126. What is the method of learning that most suit you?  

Ans. First teachers explain whole thing in the class. Then they asked students to 

prepare from home. Moreover, students ask problem related to work next day.  

 

Ques127. How do you prepare for an exam?  

Ans. Before the exam, I go through whole syllabus so that I can revise it. Two hours 

before the exam I go through all the important topics.  

 

Ques128. Are examinations necessary in schools at all levels?  

Ans.  Off course examinations are necessary in school. It checks the ability of the 

students. Moreover students can know about their weak points and improve their 

mistakes.  

 

Ques129. How would you learn/teach a new language?  

Ans. By reading in newspaper a particular language or by meeting new and new 

person. Moreover by taking proper guidance in that language.  

 

Ques130. How important is one's handwriting?  

Ans. One's handwriting is very important in life. It makes good impressions on 

others. Moreover, it should be clear so that others can easily understand.  

 

Ques131. How can you help a child to develop good handwriting?  

Ans. Handwriting books are available in the market, so we asked the students to do 

more and more practice so that they can improve good handwriting.  



 
Ques132. Do you think teaching poetry in schools is a waste? could you 
explain? 

Ans. Poetry is a kind of art by which we can express our views and feelings. 
However, it should not be compulsory, but we should teach the poetry to those 
students who want to lean, so that they can brighten their names.  
 
Ques133. Why should history be taught in schools?  
Ans. By history they come to know about culture and tradition, as such the students 
remain associated with their culture and tradition. Moreover, history is taught in the 
schools so that the students do not forget tradition and culture.  
 
Ques134. Do you think music is taught a subject in schools?  

Ans. Music is a language of mankind. In school there are so many subjects for 
teachers to teach. Therefore, teachers should not teach music in schools and the 
students who are interested in music can take proper coaching from outside the 
school.  
 
Ques135. It is necessary to learn classical music to able to enjoy it?  

Ans. As classical music is very classical and difficult art, so to be able to enjoy it 
completely, we should require proper knowledge of classical music.  
 
Ques136. Do you feel sports should be made compulsory in the schools?  

Ans. Sports are the integral part of everyone's life. The sports should not be 
compulsory in the schools, but the students who are interested in sports they should 
be provided all the facilities, so that they can make their future bright.  
 
Ques137. Some schools have uniforms, some don't, which is better?  
Ans. Schools should have uniforms. Uniform provides special identity to the students 
and by wearing uniform students feel themselves as a part of school. Moreover if 
there are uniform in the schools there should be no discrimination among the 
students on basis of rich and poor.  
 

YOUR CITY/LOCALITY 
Ques138. What do you like and don't like about your city/town/locality?  

Ans. The main thing that I like about my locality is that unity of people. People are 
very co-operative. Government has provided all the basic facilities. But there is not 
proper sewerage system. Roads are not well constructed. There are heaps of 
garbage.  
 
Ques139. Speak about something your state/tow/locality is known for?  

Ans. I live in Sangrur city. It is called city of gates. There were four gates in the city, 
which were closed at the particular time. Moreover, there is a famous Banssar Bag 
garden. People from far away places visit there. Baisakhi is the most famous festival 
of our city.  
 
(For Dhuri area students): 
I live in Dhuri city. My city is known as the city of industry. There is a sugar mill, rice 
oil factory, cotton factory and many rice shellers are there. There is a famous Ram 
Bagh garden. Many religious and historical statues are lying in this garden. Dussehra 
is the most famous festival of our city.  



 
Ques140. What do you think an ideal city/town should be like?  
Ans. An ideal city is that which provides all the basic facilities to the citizens likewise 
proper education, medical facilities and proper roads. Moreover no discrimination 
can be made among people.  
 
Ques141. Describe the people in your locality. 

Ans. They are very friendly moreover very cooperative among the people. They all 
celebrate festival collectively. There is unity among the people, furthermore they 
have the feeling of brotherhood among people.  
 
Ques 142. Do you think the temperament of people is influenced by the climate 
(weather)?  

Ans. Climate has great effect on the temperament of the people. In summers people 
event frustrate from the scorching heat, so they do not want any interruption. In 
winter people feel relaxed and happy. Moreover they enjoy doing work.  
 
Ques143. What is the most popular exercise in your locality?  
Ans. Yoga is the most famous exercise. Yoga classes are held at the Banasar 
Garden/Ram Bag Garden in the morning and evening times. Large numbers of 
people come for yoga classes. These classes are beneficial for the people in 
maintaining physical fitness.  
 
Ques144. How has the style of dressing of people in your state changed from 
earlier days?  

Ans. With the advent (coming) of technology living standard has greatly improved. 
Earlier people wear traditional clothes, but now they believe in modern clothes. 
Youngsters wear branded clothes and they spend a lot of money on clothes.  
 
Ques145. Describe a famous person living in your locality?  
Ans. Sukhdev Gandhi is a well-known person in our locality. He is a famous 
politician. He is a M.P. He is known for his good work. He does many works for 
welfare of the people. He is a social worker.  
  
(For Dhuri area students) 

Mahasha Partigiya Pal Ji is well-known and well-respected person of our locality. He 
is a social worker. He arranged many blood as well as eye donation camps. He does 
many works for the welfare of animals and humanity. He was declared Man of the 
Year by American Govt. in the year 2003.  
 
Ques146. What are the avenues for entertainment in your city/town/locality?  

Ans. Banasar Garden is the famous place for entertainment. It is situated in the heart 
of the city. Large numbers of people come there for picnic. There is a lush green 
grass. There is a zoo also in it. There are different numbers of animals in the Zoo.  
 
Ram Bagh garden is the famous place in our town. There are roller coaster and 
other playing things for the children, therefore children love to come here. Moreover 
there are certain statues pertaining to our history and the children learn about our 
past from these statues.  
 
 



 
Ques147. Is there a library in your locality/town?  
Ans. Libraries are the storehouses of knowledge. There is a big library in our city. It 
is old building situated in the heart city.  
 
Ques148. How does this library help the people in your locality/town?  
Ans. Libraries are the storehouse of knowledge. People can went into library at any 
time. All types of books are available in the library. Students get books related to 
their education from library. All types of story books are also available there.  
 
Ques149. Describe an old building in your locality?  

Ans. Museum is an old building in our locality. It was the resident of Kings of olden 
times, but now it was converted into museum. It is situated in the heart of the city. It 
is fully furnished and well carpeted. Old ornaments, antique piece and old weapons 
are kept in this museum, which tells us about our past.  
 
Ques150. Do you feel old buildings should be preserved? Why?  

Ans. Old buildings are the integral part of our existence, so that we can come to 
know about our past and culture. Old architect should be preserved in order to tell 
youngster about past and culture.  
 
Ques151. What type of construction/architecture is popular in your state?  
Ans. Mostly the houses are built by modern ways and concrete material is being 
used. Houses are well decorated. Doors and windows are designed in the form of 
wooden architecture.  
 
Ques152. How is construction/architecture of a place related to the climate of 
that place?  
Ans. Construction of a place greatly depends upon the climate of the place. Walls 
are thick, so that house remains cool in summer and hot in winter. Some houses 
have wooden ceilings in hilly areas.  

Ques153. Describe a place in your locality/town/city where you go to find 
peace/ tranquility?  

Ans. There is a famous religious place known as Nankana Sahib where people find 
mental peace. People often go in the morning and evening times and pay obscene 
and listen the holy prayers. People feel relax and find solace by going over there.  
 
Ques154. How are national holidays celebrated in your state/city/town?  
Ans. National holidays are the great joy and happiness. There are holidays in all 
departments. There are various functions, celebrations in stadium, where the 
students come from different schools to perform.  
 
Ques155. Do you think it is important to celebrate them?  

Ans. These national days are of great importance like independence day, republic 
day. These days reveal the wonderful memories. It also increases the unity among 
the people. People get a chance to show their respect towards country.  
 
Ques156. An important social event in your locality. 
Ans. There is a blood donation camp arranged annually in our locality. Many people 
take participate in this event. They donate their blood, which is used in various 
hospitals for treating patients.  



 

THE OLDER GENERATION 
 
Ques157. Describe an article you have inherited from your grandparents.  

Ans. My grandparents gave ornaments of gold to us. They purchased it very easily at 

that time. Nowadays its price is in lakhs of rupees. These are the beautiful 

ornaments. It is a great honour for us.  

 

Ques158. Why does the older generation pass down the things to the younger 

generation?  

Ans. Older generation have a lot of experience. They have seen many up and downs 

in their experience, so that they are able to get success in life.  

 

Ques159. What are the kind of things they pass down/  

Ans. They pass their experience, tradition, customs, rituals and culture. They also 

pass down their property in the form of money, land or house.  

 

Ques160. How is the older generation different from your generation?  

Ans. Older generation have a lot of experience. They do not lease temper very 

easily. Moreover, they perform rituals and customs. But the younger generation has 

a lack of experience, so now they follow western culture. Moreover, they have not so 

much patience.  

 

Ques161. What are the some pastimes you can suggest for the older people?  

Ans. They can spend their leisure time in garden by sitting with their colleagues so 

that they can share their feelings with them. Moreover, they spend time with their 

family. Furthermore they have to attend Yoga classes. In addition to it they go to 

religious places.  

  

Ques162. What would you do after retirement? 

Ans. After retirement I would like to work for the welfare of the poor people and 

would also like to do some private business or job so that I can pass my retirement 

life easily.  

 

Ques163. How should people plan for their retirement?  

Ans. People save money at the time of their job, through various money saving 

policies, which would be beneficial for their future. Moreover they do some kind of 

work in future, for which they are capable to get extra money.  

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

YOUR EXPERIENCE, FAVOURITES, OPINIONS 
Ques164. Do you keep a diary? What are the advantages of keeping a diary?  

Ans. Yes, off course, I have kept a diary. In this diary I have write down all the 
memorable memories and important dates and one daily experience. This is very 
beneficial for keeping the memories preserve.  
 
Ques165. Speak about your last meeting with your best friend.  
Ans. Last Sunday I went to my friend's house. It was very enjoyful day for me. There 
I gossiping with one other. We ate rice and Rajmah. Moreover we saw movie on his 
computer. Furthermore, we plan for our future and study.  
 
Ques166. How do you like to communicate with others – Face to 
face/Telephone/ letter?  
Ans. I would prefer face to face communication, because one can know the facial 
expression and language. Moreover by meeting with each other is helpful in building 
new relationship.  
 
Ques167. Which do you prefer to get from a friend – an e-mail or posted letter?  

Ans. I would prefer to get e-mail from my friend, as e-mails are the fastest means of 
communication. We can send our messages to a person sitting anywhere in this 
would in very less time.  
 
Ques168. What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages of each?  
Ans. The major disadvantage is that it affects one's eyesight. Its advantage is that it 
helps to improve reading power. Moreover by reading we can spend our leisure time. 
Posted letter may or may not reach at right time. It may be lost due to lack of care.  
 
Ques169. When/during which activity do you feel time moves fast?  
Ans. Activity in which we enjoy doing work is watching TV and gossiping with friends 
in both these activities we feel that time is moving at faster rate.  
 
Ques170. When/during which activity do you feel time moves fast?  
Ans. Activity in which we enjoy doing work is watching TV and gossiping with friends. 
In both these activities we feel time is moving at faster rate.   
 
Ques171. During which activity do you feel time moves slowly?  
Ans. Listening to some kind of boring lecture from someone, when someone tell me 
uninteresting views, I do not like to listen such kind of views.  
 
Ques172. Describe the house/apartment that you live in and what you like 
about it?  

Ans. I live in a modest house in my locality. It is situated in the heart of the city. 
There are two bedrooms and one living room. I decorate my house with some 
flowers. There is a small garden at the backyard. There are different kinds of flowers.  
 
Ques173. How do you like to decorate your house? 
Ans. The walls are well furnished and floors are fully carpeted. Moreover there are 
wall hangings on the walls. On occasion I would like to decorate my house with 
flowers and balloons.  
 



 
Ques174. What types of wall hanging do you prefer?  
Ans. I would prefer those wall hanging, which are related to your past and culture for 
example tapestries. Moreover I also like to hang the scenery of nature on the walls of 
my house.  
 
Ques175. Describe a party that you have been to recently attended. 

Ans. Last Sunday, I attend birthday party of my friend. The party was arranged in a 
palace. The palace was decorated with flowers and balloons. I presented a beautiful 
gift to my friend, we enjoyed a lot there.  
 
Ques176. Describe your social life.  
Ans. I always believe in keeping my vicinity neat and clean. Moreover I also teach 
the poor children free of cost. I help the needy person. I have also donated blood 
twice.  
 
Ques177. Describe a visit to your favourite shop and why it is your favourite?  

Ans. I usually go to the Delight Gallery for shopping; it located in the heart of the city. 
The owner of this shop is very kind towards the customers. There is a wide range of 
gifts in this shop. I purchased some post cards from there. The rates of this shop are 
cheap than other shops.  
 
Ques178. How are things arranged in the shop?  

Ans. Everything is arranged in apple pie order in this shop. There are different 
sections for everything. There is a computer facility also. We can find things of our 
choice very easily.  
 
Ques179. Do you go window shopping?  
Ans. Yes, shopping is a great experience for everyone. Moreover it is a source of 
entertainment. Sometimes I go for window shopping to see new and new products 
which are launching in market. In this way I can know about different products 
without paying any money. Moreover, we do not need to bargain with the 
shopkeeper. 
 
Ques180. Which do you prefer – Internet shopping or conventional shopping?  

Ans.  I would prefer conventional shopping. In this I can spend our leisure time. 
Moreover I can choose products of better quality or known about different products 
so that it brings great awareness among people. 
 
Ques181. What is the difference between men and women in their shopping 
habits?  

Ans. There is lot of difference as women know more about shopping. Moreover they 
can spend a lot of money in shopping. Therefore, their choice is better than men. 
They also purchase some household things and things for the family, whereas men 
have less time for shopping, so they do shopping for their own.  
 
Ques182. Describe a picture perfect/beautiful scene you have seen. 

Ans. Last month I went to hilly region for vacation, which is known for its beauty of 
Dalhausie, on the way I have seen many beautiful mountain scenes. The most 
beautiful seen was lake, which was pass through the mountain and seems very 
beautiful. I captured some photographs to make it memorable.  



 
Ques183. Describe a humorous situation you have been in 
Ans. It was the time when one day our teacher called us for special classes on 
Sunday we reached there the school was closed. First we felt very angry then 
someone told us that it was First April and our teacher made us fool.  

Traveling 

Ques184. Significance of Traveling? 
Ans. Well! I believe traveling is a form of amusement. No doubt one comes to aware 
about new places and environment. It is the way to leave the worries behind. 
 
Ques185. Compare private & public transport? 
Ans. Private transport is helpful in emergency and one can go anywhere at time but 
now a days everyone prefer their own vehicle so it raise pollution on the other hand 
public transport is the cheapest way to go from one place to another. 
 
Ques186. Do you like traveling alone or with your family? 

Ans. Off course with family because one can share his views and thoughts. 
Moreover one can feel stress free and enjoy more with family. 
 
Ques187. Advantage of traveling alone? 

Ans. Traveling is pleasure. By traveling alone one can enjoy more and enhance his 
knowledge as there is nobody to disturb him. 
 
Ques188. How many places have you visit so far? Explain your sweet and 
bitter experience? 
Ans. Well! Till now I have visited so many places which include hill stations, religious 
places and famous monuments. Every visit of mine leaves imprints on my mind. I still 
remember when I had been to Agra to see Taj. On my way to Taj I met with an 
accident but by God‟s grace nothing happened to me. That was the bitter experience 
of my life. In fact I never forget the beauty of Taj which still refreshes my mind. Really 
it was the most memorable day of life. 
 

Eating 
 

Ques189. What is special in Indian food? 

Ans. India is a multifarious country and known for its cuisines. It is very delicious and 
digestable. Indian food is full of spices and vitamins and minerals. 
 
Ques190. Table manner are given importance in your area while eating? 

Ans. Yes of course because it shows that how much patience a person should have. 
Infact it depicts the personality of the person. Moreover I feel so that it shows the 
manners of an individual which are the ornament of a gentleman and makes him 
polite, gentle, calm as well as respectful. 
 
Ques191. What type of improvement you want in Indian food? 

Ans. No doubt that Indian food is delicious but it needs some changes. It is very oily 
and sometimes indigestible too. So I want to reduce the quantity of oil used in it. 
 



 
Ques192. What is balanced diet? 
Ans. The diet which includes all the essential sources of healthy diet like fresh 
vegetables full of vitamins and minerals and contains required nutrients is said to be 
balanced diet. 
 
Ques193. How eating habit have been changed? 

Ans. I believe so that it changed a lot. As in the past people gave more preference to 
homemade and fresh food. But now a days due to lack of time people prefer to eat at 
restaurants or fast food. 
 
Ques194. Difference between Indian food and Western food? 
Ans. Well there is a lot of difference. Indian food consists of the traditional cuisines 
which is full of vitamins and minerals. On the other hand western food is not fresh 
and it is not good for one‟s health. This food is not digestible, effects immune 
system. 
 
Ques195. Difference between eating habit of cities and country sides. 
Ans. Well in cities people prefer canned and fast food. They do not have enough 
time so they eat food at food stands. In country side area people maintain kitchen 
gardens from where they get fresh vegetables. 
 
Ques196. Typical food of North India? 

Ans. Well as I am the native of India. Wheat floor, Pulses and cereals are the typical 
food of northern India. 
  
Ques197. Principal food/meal of your state? 

Ans. Well! Punjab‟s principal meal is what we call it in vernacular language „Makki ki 
Roti and Sarson ka Saag‟. Basically it is homemade food. Full of spices, very 
delicious. 
 
Ques198. Importance of holiday in your country? 
Ans. Holidays are given more importance in my country. People love to visit new 
places and get a chance to know about the tradition of that particular place. 
Moreover holidays add charm in their lives and bring them closer to each other. 
 
Ques199. Should an employer be given holidays or not? 

Ans. Yes of course because after having holiday they work more efficiently. I feel 
that they feel more relaxed and stress free. 
 
Ques200. How do the children in your area enjoy the holidays? 

Ans. Well they enjoy their holidays fully infect for them holidays are the way of 
amusement. They give more time to their leisure activities and play with their friends. 
Sometimes they go for outing with their family. 
 
Ques201. Which is the best place in your country to visit? 
Ans. No doubt every part of India is known for its rich and heritage culture. But the 
best place I feel so is Dalhousie. It is a hilly region and major attraction for the 
tourists from all over the world. Its scenic beauty and valleys attracts people more. 
 
 



 
Ques202. Should the children be given more summer vacation? 
Ans. Of course because after having holidays they feel relaxed. Moreover they cover 
their syllabus during holidays. 
 

Miscellaneous 
 
Ques203. What is the main cause of stress? 
Ans. Well! There are so many reasons. Mainly stress occurs due to failure in 
business, love and studies. Other factors are family problems, generation gap and 
unemployment. 
 
Ques204. Which is the busiest part of the day for you? 

Ans. Well! I stay busy during my weekdays. The only time I relax is after 5.00 in the 
evening. As I am student so I have to go my college and to attend the lectures over 
there. 
 
Ques205. Nation should help the poor or not? If yes then how? 
Ans. Definitely Nation should help poor because poverty is like a curse on our 
society. It is a root of other problems. Government must help poor people by 
providing jobs to them and it is very necessary for developing countries. 
 
Ques206. How can shopkeeper attract customers in your area? 

Ans. They attract customers through advertisement. By distributing leaflets which 
highlights positive points of the product which they want to sell. Moreover they 
provide discounts. 
 
Ques207. Do you think old age people react negatively on the modern 
technology? 

Ans. No I don‟t think so infect they appreciate it. As the latest technology provide 
them ways and means to spend their leisure time. They feel more comfortable and 
relaxed by using it. 
 
Ques208. What is ideal age for marriage in your country? 
Ans. Age plays vital role in marriage. So that‟s why the government of India set the 
age for marriage i.e. 18 for girls and 21 for boys. Even I feel so that this one is the 
proper age to get marry. Because they are enough mature to take the responsibilities 
of life. 
 
Ques209. How do the old age people spend time in your area? 
Ans. Well in my area there are so many ways and means for old age people to 
spend their leisure time. There is a park where they go for walk and also do yoga to 
keep themselves fit. Sometimes they visit religious places and listen hymns over 
there which gives solace to their mind. 
 
Ques210. What do you understand by kitchen garden? 

Ans. Kitchen garden is a place form where one can get fresh vegetables. It is 

beneficial for those people who cannot compromise with the health of their family 

members. Moreover one can plant vegetables according to his/her desire. 



 
Ques211. Who is responsible for diminishing of the garden and parks in the 

country? 

Ans. Well! I believe so that setting up of the industrial area and cutting of trees at a 

rapid speed is the main reason. 

 

Ques212. How flowers are related to our festivals and ceremonies? 

Ans. Well flowers are the most wonderful creation of god. They play crucial role in 

our day-to-day life. What so ever the occasion is the place does not look good 

without the decoration of flowers? Flowers add charm to that place. Moreover these 

are considered as a symbol of happiness and joy. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 


